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Abstract
Evaluating interactive systems is becoming an
increasingly complex challenge. As information and
communication technology have left the context of
offices and workplaces to pervade every aspect of
people’s personal and social lives, issues such as
emotional and affective aspects, sociability, culture
and human values are now in play and must be
explicitly considered. This situation is very different
from what designers and researchers have
experienced before, and requires new methods,
techniques and tools to support them in producing
solutions aligned with the new demands of a digital
age. In this paper we focus on values and culture in
the evaluation of interactive systems, presenting the
eValue — an artifact we created to support designers
in a culturally informed and value-oriented
evaluation. To situate our discussion in a practical
context, we present a case study where the artifact
was used to evaluate seven prototypes of social
applications for the Brazilian Interactive Digital
Television.

1. Introduction
Interactive systems are a growing reality
worldwide and people use them through different
devices, for different purposes, in quite different
contexts, and with unforeseen and far-reaching
consequences. In this sense, as far as technology is
present in almost every place, activity, object, and
people’s life, the task of designing it has assumed
new dimensions in terms of complexity, and has
required a deep understanding regarding its social
and ethical responsibility.
In the context of Human-Computer Interaction
(HCI), Sellen et al. [1] argue that our relationship
with technology has been profoundly modified in the
last years. For the authors, we are increasingly
dependent on technology, in the sense that we rely
on computers for practically everything in our lives.
We are even more hyperconnected and pervaded by
communication technologies and devices that put
and keep us online everywhere, every time. Our
footprints are not ephemeral anymore, in the sense
that the lifetime of the information about our lives
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and actions has been permanently extended. In this
new and complex landscape, even the terms
“human”, “computer” and “interaction” have to be
rethought, requiring a deeper understanding of what
means to be human, what/where is the
computer/interface and how is the interaction in our
digital age. This means that, when designing
people’s interactions with computers and with others
by using them, we have to consider users in the
widest extension possible, the new forms of
interactions that go beyond the task-oriented
approach, and the context of use that transcend
personal desktop computers.
Winograd [2] highlights that designing interactive
systems goes beyond the construction (and
evaluation) of an interface to encompass all the
interspace in which people live. The author draws
attention to the complex interplay among technology,
individual psychology and social communication,
requiring a shift from seeing the machinery to seeing
the lives of the people using it. This shift, in turn,
demands attention to relevant factors, such as the
emotional and affective ones, and those related to the
values and the culture of users, that become hard to
quantify and even to identify.
In fact, the factors cited above were traditionally
left on the margin of approaches to computer
systems development, but now are being moved to
the centre, characterizing what Harrison et al. [3]
named the third paradigm in the HCI field — and
what we prefer to refer to as a new moment in the
field. According to the authors, while the first and
second HCI paradigms were oriented to issues of
ergonomics and cognitive factors, respectively, the
third one must deal with the establishment and
multiplicity of meaning in situated interactions. In
this paradigm, artifacts and their contexts are
mutually defining and being subject to different
interpretations.
Differently from the two first paradigms in which
substantial work and knowledge have been produced
since the last three decades, the third one remains
quite unexplored (and even not understood) by the
HCI academy. Indeed, it requires collaboration with
other areas (e.g., anthropology, sociology, education)
as well as the development of methods, artifacts, and
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tools for supporting designers in understanding and
dealing with its complex nature.
Our research projects have been situated in this
scenario, investigating the design of interface and
interaction solutions as well as frameworks and
resources to support designers in this new HCI
moment.
Values are culturally built [4,5], and dealing with
them in the design of technology has been pointed
out as a great challenge for the HCI domain [1].
Aiming to shed light on this challenge, we have
created/adapted artifacts and methods for supporting
designers in what we named a value-oriented and
culturally informed approach (VCIA) for design —
the interested reader may visit [6] for a list of
artifacts, their templates, explanations and
references. In this paper, we focus on the evaluation
of interactive systems and present the eValue: an
artifact created to support designers in taking into
account the values and the culture of different
stakeholders. In order to situate our discussions in a
practical setting, we present a case study in which
seven prototypes of interactive systems for the
Brazilian Interactive Digital Television (iDTV) were
evaluated through the eValue. The artifact is
grounded on the building blocks of culture [7] and on
the Organizational Semiotics theory [8].
This paper is organized as follows: Section 2
introduces the subject of values and culture in
technology design. Section 3 presents and explains
the eValue artifact. Section 4 presents a case study
where the artifact was used to support the evaluation
of prototypes. Section 5 discusses the case study’s
main findings and Section 6 presents our final
remarks.

2. Literature review
Every technology triggers changes and causes
impacts in the environment it is introduced [7]. There
are people in that environment who suffer the
impact, trigger others, and confer values upon such
an innovation [9]. Values are defined by Schwartz
[5] as trans-situational goals that vary in importance
and serve as principles that guide people’s lives and,
more generally, by Friedman [10] as something that
a person, or a group of people, considers important in
life.
Values as well as behavioral patterns, beliefs and
preferences are learned and determined by culture
[7,11]. They are determinants of attitudes, choices
and actions, and influence peoples’ judgment about
products, events and other people. In the context of
technology design, Friedman [12] and Bannon [13]
suggest that designers communicate values in the
solutions they design. However, for Friedman [12] it
is not a two-way communication because, unlike
people with whom users can disagree and negotiate
about values and their meanings, they hardly can do
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the same with technology. For the author, when
designing computer technology it is necessary to see
human values from an ethical point of view.
If we consider just a few examples of famous web
systems (e.g., Facebook®, YouTube®), concerns
regarding human values and other cultural aspects
(e.g., beliefs, behavioral patterns, formal systems)
are hardly visible in their design. However, social
implications related to values (or to the lack of them)
in systems design are being widely reported and can
be easily perceived. Winter [14] draws attention to
the value of privacy in web applications. Using
Facebook® as an example, the author states that
privacy issues go from what the application does
with users’ data to what it allows other applications
to do. In another interesting example, Mui [15]
reports how pedophiles were using Wikipedia® as a
medium to both disseminate their ideas and enter in
schools, easily reaching students. Indeed, in practical
terms, concern and analysis related to culture and
values in technology seem to occur after it has been
designed and launched. Consequently, as Knobel and
Bowker [16] suggest, most users are faced with
undecipherable and unusual decisions already made
on their behalf, and often not to their benefit.
In the context cited above, some authors have
pointed out the inability of traditional inspection
methods, such as the Heuristic Evaluation, to
consider and deal with subjective and contextualized
issues (e.g., emotional and affective aspects, culture,
values) [17,18] as well as characteristics of Web 2.0
applications (e.g., collaboration, user-produced
content) [19].In reality, understanding values and
culture in order to deal with them is only possible if
designers could see the system being designed
through the lenses of the different stakeholders and
their cultural particularities. However, curricula in
Computer Science and Information Technology do
not traditionally address methods that enable
students to deal with social issues in systems
development. In this sense, while the need for
considering values and culture in the design process
is becoming more and more evident, the inability of
current approaches and methods in supporting it is
becoming more and more visible.
Some authors have explicitly addressed issues on
values in technology design. For instance, Cockton
[20] proposed a framework to support what he
named a Value-Centred Design (VCD), suggesting
some activities and artifacts to support designers in
the development of value-centred systems. The focus
of VCD is on the understanding of technology design
as a process of delivering values. Moreover, since
1996 Friedman [12] has been working on an
approach she named Value-Sensitive Design (VSD),
intended to support concerns regarding values,
especially the ethical ones, in the design of software
systems. Other authors have also dealt with the
subject of culture in technology design, specially
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investigating cultural factors in usability evaluation
and the study of current HCI design methods from a
cultural perspective [21, 22, 23].
Nevertheless, Sellen et al. [1] highlight that,
despite these efforts, there is still a need for
developing and publishing studies to support
designers to account for values and deal with the
complexity and the different requirements that
current technologies have. Indeed, although
researches
related
to
Globalization
and
Internationalization [24] have the premises of not
making assumptions based on a single place, culture
and values are not often considered. Even the works
cited above that look for explicitly dealing with
culture and values treat them in isolation. However,
as Hall [4] argues, the natural act of thinking is
strongly modified by culture. Culture influences
what people pay attention to and what they ignore,
what people value and what they do not, the way
people behave and the way they interpret other’s
behavior. Therefore, if we are to approach values in
systems design, and if we are to support designers in
doing so, we must develop solutions (techniques,
artifacts, methods, theories) that pay attention to the
cultural nature of values, their diversity and
complexity.
In the next section we present the eValue: an
artifact created to support designers to keep values
and culture in mind when analyzing and evaluating
interactive systems.

3. The eValue artifact
Depending on the way a system is designed, it
will afford behaviors that are intrinsically related to
individuals and the complex context in which they
are using it [25]. As Kolkman [9] argues, if an
innovation is inserted in each group of stakeholders
accordingly, no serious problems might occur; but
sometimes there may be conflicts, and designers will
be able to anticipate the reactions of stakeholders
only if they could see the world through the lenses of
these stakeholders.
However, as designers usually do not have
background in social sciences, they might have
difficulties in knowing what to do or how to proceed
in order to understand and deal with issues related to
stakeholders’ culture, behaviors, values, conflicts
and so on. Consequently, they need concrete artifacts
that could inform them during design activities while
facilitating their understanding of social issues.
The eValue is an artifact created on the grounds
of Organizational Semiotics (OS) theory [8] and the
Hall’s building blocks of culture [7] — see Figure 1.
It is intended to support a culturally informed and
value-oriented evaluation of existing applications, or
their prototypes.
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Figure 1. The structure of the eValue artifact.

The artifact’s basic principles are: every
interactive system allows users to interact with it and
through it, for different purposes and by means of
different interface and interaction resources.
Depending on the behavior favored or inhibited by
the system, it will impact either positively or
negatively on users’ values related to cultural aspects
that pervade everyday life: from the way users learn
and play to the way they manage time and space;
from the way users interact and associate to the way
they work and subsist in the world. The analyst’s
work consists of exploring the system, questioning
and analyzing the way it communicates values and
affects users’ cultural aspects, taking notes and
proposing design alternatives.
In the eValue, the “AREA (PMS)” column
presents Hall’s [7] ten areas of culture — see Table 1
for an explanation for each area. According to the
author, any culture may be mapped through a
combination of these areas and develop values with
regard to them. For instance, values in association
are related to the way society is structured, the
groups people form, the role and importance of
family, etc. The “VALUE” column presents a list of
values we identified in the context of applications for
promoting social interaction and classified according
to their suitable area [26]. This list is not intended to
be definitive or exhaustive. Rather, it is intended to
serve as a departure point for analysis as, without
previous exposition to cultural issues, it would be
harder to proceed if no values were suggested. The
column “I” serves to indicate whether the value in its
corresponding line was identified in the application
being analyzed. The “APPLICATION” column is
intended to describe the way the application is
reflecting the value. For instance, in the value of
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Funny, emotion and pleasure are terms related to
this area. Although its role in the evolution of
species is not well understood yet, “Play” is clearly
linked to the other areas: in learning it is considered
a catalyst; in relationships a desirable characteristic,
etc. If one controls the humor of a people, s/he is
able to control almost everything else.
Defense is a specialized activity of vital importance.
People must defend themselves not only against
hostile forces in nature, but also against those within
human society and internal forces. Cultures have
different mechanisms and strategies of protection
(e.g., medicine, military strategy, religion).
Originally named “Defense”, we adopted the
modification proposed in the OS theory [8].
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Exploitation

Learning

Learning is one of the basic activities present since
the beginning of life. It has an important role in the
course of man evolution. Education and educational
systems are strongly tied to emotion and as
characteristic of a culture as its language.

Temporality

Interaction
Association

All living things organize their life in some pattern
of association. This area refers to the different ways
that society and its components are organized and
structured. Governmental and social structures may
vary strongly according to the culture, not only in
nature, form and function, but also in importance.

Protection

Everything people do involves interaction with
something/someone else: people, systems, objects,
animals, etc. To be alive means to interact with the
environment. All the other following areas have
interaction in their nature. As Hall asserts,
interaction is at the centre of the universe of culture
and everything grows from it.

Play

PMS DESCRIPTION

Time is related to life in several ways: from cycles,
periods and rhythms (e.g., breath rate, heartbeat) to
measures (e.g., hours, days) and other aspects in
society (e.g., division according to age groups,
mealtime). The ways people deal with time and the
roles of time in society vary across cultures.

Territoriality

Table 1. The building blocks of culture [7].

It is related to the use of materials in order to
explore the world. Materials in an environment are
strongly related to the other aspects of a culture.
There are tools and artifacts for cooking, protecting,
playing, learning, etc. It is impossible to think about
a culture with no language and no materials.

It refers to the possession, use and defense of space.
Having a territory is essential to life; the lack of a
territory is one of the most precarious conditions of
life. There are physical (e.g., country, house) as well
as social (e.g., social position, hierarchy) and
personal spaces (e.g., personal data, office desk).
The way space is understood, used and values may
vary strongly according to the culture.

Classification

“Accessibility”, evaluators should verify whether the
application being analyzed is supporting the value,
what features are supporting it, whether they are
enough to make the application accessible, etc.
Finally, in the “NOTES” column evaluators may
register important information regarding the value,
highlighting both positive and negative points,
benefits and drawbacks, warnings and ideas.
Once filled, the eValue provides a map of what
values are being reflected by/on/through the
application analyzed and the way it is done. It also
presents evaluators’ reasoning about each value,
pointing out pending questions, critical issues, ideas
and possible improvements that may guide a
redesign activity, or at least, serve as a reflection list.

It is related to the differences in terms of form and
function related to gender. Cultures have different
forms of distinction and classification and give
different importance to each one. Originally called
“bisexuality”, we adopted the name suggested by
the OS theory [8] in order to encompass, beyond
differences in gender, the ones related to socioeconomic conditions, age, abilities, etc.

Subsistence
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This area includes from people’s food habits to the
economy of a country. Professions, supply chains,
deals, natural resources, are all aspects developed in
this area and that vary strongly according to the
culture, being influenced not only by the other areas
but also by geographical and climatic conditions.

In the next section we describe the case study
where the artifact was used to support the evaluation
of interactive prototypes focusing on values and
culture.

4. The case study
This case study was conducted in a Computer
Science undergraduate discipline for “Construction
of Human-Computer Interfaces” where participants
were assigned the task to design social applications
for the iDTV. The course took place from August to
December, 2011, and by its end, participants had to
present a functional prototype of their projects and
socialize the final results with the others.
Brazil has more than 190 million inhabitants, a
very heterogeneous population in terms of ethnicity,
social and economical conditions, and the analogical
television is present in 97% of Brazilian homes [27].
The iDTV is an emergent technology instituted by
the Brazilian government in 2003 intending to
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promote social inclusion, cultural diversity, and the
native language (Portuguese), for favoring the
democratization of information and reduction of
economic, geographical and social barriers [28]. In
this sense, as Furtado [29] argues, an iDTV
application “for all” should consider a
comprehensive and contextualized analysis, bringing
characteristics of the target audience to the design
and evaluation. In fact, designing technologies in
such a complex scenario demands a new perspective
to the design. It requires what Baranauskas has
named [30] and practiced [31, 32] as Socially Aware
Computing: “the theory, artifacts and methods we
need to articulate to actually make the design
socially responsible, participatory and universal as
process and product”. The eValue is an artifact
intended to contribute in this direction.
The case study was conducted with 38
participants divided into 8 groups (from G1 to G8).
G1 was formed by the prospective designers: (D1,
D2, D3 and D4), G2 (D5..D9), G3 (D10..D14), G4
(D15..D19), G5 (D20..D23), G6 (D24..D28), G7
(D29..D33) and G8 (D34..D38). Finished the course,
the groups were asked to voluntarily answer an
online questionnaire in order to evaluate the entire
process used to design the applications; the
participants were also asked permission for using the
material they had produced, including their answers
to the questionnaire. G1 opted for not answering the
questionnaire and is not being included in this
analysis.
From the 7 projects: G2 and G6 designed
applications for promoting sustainable behavior in its
users: a game and a social application, respectively.
G3 projected an application to support social
interaction over football matches. G4 and G5
designed social network applications for the iDTV.
G7 designed an application to support online chat,
and G8 designed a platform for interactive online
courses through the iDTV.
Before the evaluation activity, each group had
produced the first version of an interactive prototype
— see Figure 2 for examples. The prototype should
allow evaluators to perform at least one complete
task relevant to the context of the application. During
all the design stage, the concern with the values and
culture of stakeholders should be made explicit by
the groups. For supporting that, groups: i) were
instrumented with artifacts and methods from the OS
[8], such as the Stakeholder Identification Diagram,
the Value Identification Frame and the Culturally
Aware Requirements Framework [33]; ii) applied
techniques of design inspired by Participatory
Design [34], such as the Brain Drawing; and iii) used
Design Patterns specific for iDTV applications [35].
Because the evaluation activity was to be
performed, preferentially, by participants from other
groups, each group shared: i) all the documentation
produced in the previous activities; ii) a brief
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explanation of the application being designed (the
target audience, goals, etc.); and iii) a description of
the task to be carried out in the evaluation activity,
including its initial and final states. Each group was
randomly assigned to evaluate a different project (G1
evaluated the project of G8; G2–G5; G3–G1; G4–
G4; G5–G2; G6–G7; G7–G6; and G8–G3). Groups
received the following instructions for conducting
the evaluation activity:

Figure 2. Prototypes designed by G6, G2 and G7.

1. ‘Read the description of the application,
explore it, and execute the task indicated by its
designers’. This step assures evaluators are relatively
familiarized with the application, its purpose and
features, before starting evaluating it.
2. ‘For each value suggested in the eValue
artifact, analyze whether there is any feature or
attribute of the application that is manifesting/
reflecting/representing the value. In positive
situations, indicate it in the corresponding cell
(“APPLICATION” column) and mark a “C” in the
“I” column indicating that the value was identified in
the application, .i.e., it was considered by designers’.
This step induces evaluators to think of different
values that may be involved in the application and to
register that.
3. ‘If the value was perceived/identified, discuss
whether the application was properly designed to
support the value according to the application’s
purpose, and leave comments, suggestions, and
highlights in the “NOTES” column’. Here,
evaluators are forced to critically analyze the
application according to the values involved, the way
they are being involved through design decisions,
and the adequateness of such decisions to the
application context.
4. ‘If the value was not identified, verify whether
it is not important to the application or it is being
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Privacy
(…)

(…)
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Interaction
Association

Is the application usage individual or collective? Is
there any dependence on other organizations/
entities (e.g., data supply)? May it cause impact on
any aspect of collective life?

Learning

Is it required any prior knowledge for learning how
to use the application? What? What is the
cognitive effort to learn? What kind of learning it
may provide to users?

Play

What kind of emotions the application may/should
evoke/avoid (e.g., fun, challenge, warning)? Why?
How the application was designed to
promote/inhibit these emotions? What are the
possible impacts on users?

Protection

Can the application compromise users’ safety?
What are its policy and terms of use? What are the
features that favor interaction, application, and
data security?

Exploitation

What are the physical devices required to interact
with/through the application? Is it required any
other material or modification in the environment
(e.g., sound, media, lighting, accessory)?

Temporality

“Consent to surgery by a patient or to
participation in a medical experiment by a subject
after achieving an understanding of what is
involved”
Users’ awareness about the possible impacts of
their actions. Refers to informing and garnering
people’s agreement about what is produced from
their interaction with the system and with other
users. Example: a user agrees to make his/her
profile public even after the system alerting about
the risks of such a decision.
“The quality or state of being portable”. Portable:
“usable on many computers with little or no
modification”
Possibility of using the system, its features and
functionalities, through different devices and on
different platforms. Ex: access through mobile
phone, compatibility with different browsers.

What interaction possibilities will the application
offer? What kinds of actions can users perform?
With what\who? Why? What impact may be
triggered?

What is the expected frequency of use (daily,
weekly, monthly)? If daily, are there strategies for
promoting users' participation? What about the
interaction duration? Is it brief (specific and low
time-consuming tasks), medium (interactions that
require a considerable effort) or long (interactions
that require a deeper involvement, attention and
time)? What are the possible consequences?

Territoriality

Accessibility

“The distinguishing character or personality of an
individual”
The “self” of individuals; the expression of
elements of a person’s personality and
individuality (who the person is over space and
time). Example: the representation of a person’s
profile, their activities, personal information, etc

Informed Consent

“Providing access; capable of being reached; also
being within reach; easy to communicate or deal
with”
Capability of supporting, satisfactorily, a
heterogeneous set of users with distinct skills,
preferences, needs, perceptual and learning
disabilities, and motor and cognitive limitations.
Example: the system is fully readable by a screenreader application.

Identity

Value Description

PMS Questions

In which space will the application be used? What
kind of impact may be generated? Is it
local/distributed? Can it be collaboratively used?
What are the features/resources supporting that?

Classification

Table 2.Values in social applications [26].

Table 3. Questions embedded into the eValue.

What is the application’s actual utility and
applicability? Are the technologies necessary to
develop the application open source? Is its final
cost
(including
the
physical
devices)
viable/accessible for the different users' socioeconomic conditions?

Subsistence

neglected/forgotten in the project. In the later case: i)
mark an “N” in the “I” column indicating the value is
being neglected; ii) leave your notes to the group
drawing attention to its possible impacts; and iii)
suggest means of supporting the value in the project’.
This step favors evaluators to pay attention to aspects
that, although critical, may have been neglected
during the design stage. As values have an
interactive nature [5], neglecting key values may
ignore other similar values as well as promote
conflicting and sometimes undesired ones.
As background material for supporting the
evaluation activity, each group was supplied with: i)
guidelines explaining the activity’s steps; ii) the
eValue artifact in digital format; iii) a table
containing the list of 28 values in the context of
social applications [26], a description and an
example for each value — see Table 2 for some
examples; iv) a simplified explanation of each area
of culture (as in Table 1); and v) at least 3 questions
related to each area the groups should think about —
see Table 3.

Is the application suitable for its target audience?
Is it required any adaptation to attend to users’
diversity? What are being offered? Are they
enough?

At the end of the evaluation activity, each group
received a list of problems and notes, as well as
suggestions and ideas, related to values and cultural
aspects they should consider in their projects —
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Figure 3 shows an example. After the evaluation
activity, groups were instructed to discuss the
feedback they received, and to redesign their
prototypes taking into account the points they found
relevant and arguing about the ones they did not
consider.

program would be able to talk to each other by
means of synchronous messages. For them, it
represents a group of people that has at least a
common interest: the program they are watching.
However, they pointed out the limitation of the
feature regarding private conversations, and we
extend it to the problem of information overload. In
fact, if a high number of people begin to use the
application, it will be harder to interact with specific
users, and it will be impossible to control the
visibility/privacy of the content being shared. In turn,
it also may be a problem of system scalability as well
as of users’ security and privacy.

Figure 3. The artifact filled by G6 for G7 — translated
by the authors.

5. Discussion
During the design stage, groups used other
artifacts specially created/adapted to support: i) the
identification of the different stakeholders; ii) the
values each stakeholder would bring to the project;
and iii) the functional and non-functional
requirements to support these values — the
interested reader may consult [33] for more details.
The main goals of the evaluation activity were to
inspect whether the prototypes were designed in
conformity to the requirements related to values and
cultural aspects, and to provide feedback for
redesigning the prototypes in order to support these
values and cultural aspects accordingly.
Figure 4 presents a synthesis of the results from
the evaluation activity. Each group is represented by
a column in the “GROUPS” section, and each value
corresponds to a line. The letter “C” in a cell
indicates that the corresponding value is being
considered by the corresponding group in its project,
while the letter “N” indicates that the value is being
neglected. Cells in blank indicate the value was not
considered relevant to the project by both its
designers and evaluators. The last line in the table
indicates the groups that evaluated each project.
The “C” indicating that the value was considered
does not mean it is being satisfactorily supported, but
that the concern with it was made explicit in the
project. Evaluators were encouraged to leave their
impressions, suggestions and comments regarding
the way the value was being handled. For instance,
see the value “2.2 Groups” in Figure 3. Evaluators
identified it being manifested in the prototype
through a feature where users watching the same
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Figure 4. Sumary of the evaluation results.

The “N” indicating that the corresponding value
was neglected means evaluators found it critical to
consider and deal with it in an explicit way —
whatever their reasons. It may also mean that they
identified a gap between the project’s documentation
and the final prototype. For instance, see the value
“1.2 Norms” in Figure 3. Evaluators start questioning
about the rules for using the application because
there was no indication that designers thought about
them. They also drew attention to the need for clear
rules and protocols for interaction, because
depending on the target audience, the period in
which the application will be used, and the amount
of information being shared, it may be necessary a
feature to guarantee the quality, integrity and
security of interactions (e.g., filtering messages with
offensive content).
As we cited previously, some authors have argued
that traditional usability inspection methods do not
allow evaluators to identify typical problems of
social systems, such as the ones related to the content
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produced by users and to the protocols of social
interaction [18,19]. Figure 4 shows that five of six
groups of evaluators drew attention to the value of
“1.2 Norms”, and that four concluded it was being
neglected by designers. Considering that G6 and G7
evaluated the project of each other, and that G4
evaluated its own project, the fact of the three groups
were neglecting the value of “Norms” in their
prototypes, but identified it being neglected when
acting as evaluators, indicates the ability of the
eValue artifact in favoring the critical thinking and
the analysis of design decisions that may impact on
values.
Figure 4 also allows the identification of
interesting points regarding the values involved in
the projects. For instance, “Emotion and Affection”
and “Usability” were identified by evaluators in all
the six projects. It suggests that the concern with
such values was present during the design stage,
although it does not guarantee they were
satisfactorily considered. The values of “Identity”,
“Relationship”, “Conversation”, and “Trust”, were
also identified in the majority of the projects. This
was expected because the projects were all intended
to promote social interaction among iDTV users.
On the other hand, the value of “Accessibility”
was identified in only two projects, indicating that
the other four groups did not pay attention to it. It
reinforces our observation in [36] that the concept of
accessibility is not often considered in the literature
as well as in practical contexts. Additionally, the
values of “Informed Consent” and “Adaptability”
were being considered by one group only, and
neglected by the others. Friedman et al. [10] indicate
that systems neglect the value of “Informed Consent”
because they usually do not let users aware of the
consequences triggered by their actions. Neris et al.
[37], in turn, suggest that the value of “Adaptability”
should be considered in order to develop applications
capable of supporting a heterogeneous group of users
in their diversity of abilities, preferences, cognitive
and motor limitations, etc. In this sense, these values
seem to be critical when designing applications for a
complex context such as the one in this case study,
and Figure 4 shows that, although designers did not
pay attention to them when designing their
prototypes, they were forced to rethink and review
their decisions when acting as evaluators.
According to our description of the case study,
designers were instructed to keep values in mind
when they were prototyping their solutions, and used
techniques and artifacts to support it. Nevertheless,
Figure 4 shows that all the groups were neglecting at
least one value. Moreover, values and culture must
be explicitly considered during all the design stages,
from the problem clarification to the system
development, deployment and usage.
Finally, although further exposition of the artifact
to other people and professional designers in
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different contexts is still needed, the results and
observations from this case study indicate eValue as
a promising artifact for supporting a value-oriented
and culturally aware evaluation of interactive
systems.

6. Conclusion
This paper discussed the evaluation of interactive
systems in the context of a new moment in the HCI
field: a moment where values, emotion, motivation,
and several other cultural aspects play a central role,
and where new theories, approaches, artifacts and
tools for supporting designers when evaluating
systems are needed. In this scenario, we presented
the eValue, an artifact created on the grounds of
Organizational Semiotics and the building blocks of
culture, as a way of supporting designers in
evaluation activities.
For situating our discussions in a practical
context, we presented a case study where the eValue
artifact was used to support the evaluation of
interactive prototypes of social applications for the
iDTV. The case study indicated that the artifact
favors attention to issues such as social norms,
emotion and affection that, according to the
literature, are not emphasized by traditional
inspection methods. The results do not suggest the
artifact should substitute well-established evaluation
techniques, but rather, indicate it may be used as a
complement to cover a value-oriented approach in
the evaluation of interactive systems.
Finally, this work is intended to contribute with
practical solutions that may guide researchers and
practitioners in academic as well as industrial
settings to account for values and cultural aspects in
technology design.
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